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Voyager teams up with HIGH BAR Hospitality & Event Group to provide precise and customized dosing at 
Catered Events using Voyager’s proprietary dispenser. 

Voyager’s proprietary dispenser is simple and precise allowing for dosing in 1 mg increments 

Voyager is planning to launch two lines of pods with liquid cannabis concentrate for sublingual use and 
beverage infusion applications 

TORONTO, Ontario Voyager Products, a Health Tech company focused on precise dosing of liquid concentrates, 
is pleased to announce that it has entered into a collaboration agreement with the HIGH BAR Hospitality & 
Event Group. 
 
The goal of the collaboration is for HIGH BAR to use Voyager’s dispensers and pods at their events. These 

would be used to dispense cannabis concentrates in order to microdose beverages and foods. 

 
“Obviously, at large events, guests inevitably will have different tolerance and experience levels with cannabis.  
We love Voyager’s innovation as we can in a simple manner, customize the cannabis infused beverage for our 
guests in a very precise and consistent manner” says Lucas Margulis, CEO at HIGH BAR Hospitality & Event 
Group. 
 
Voyager’s business model revolves around its proprietary dispenser which is designed to dispense liquid 
concentrates in 1 mg increments at a very high accuracy. The dispenser works with pods made available by a 
network of partners with their own formulations, brands and distribution networks. 
 
Canadians are starting to learn about cannabis and how it can help them from a health and wellness 
perspective. They are concerned, however, about the current lack of precise dosing solutions (which allows 
them to maintain control), and the negative effects of smoking and inhalation (which could impact their health 
and leaves a bad smell). Voyager’s solution addresses these key barriers to cannabis consumption. 
 
“We are excited about working with HIGH BAR Hospitality & Event Group.  It allows our innovation to show off 
in a high pace environment where customization and precision dosing is key” says Arjen Melis, President at 
Voyager. 

About Voyager Products Inc. 

Voyager Products Inc. is a privately owned company based out of Toronto, Canada and operating in the Health 
Tech sector. 
 
Voyager is focused on proprietary dispensers for liquid concentrates for use in Pharma, Health & Wellness, 
Psychedelics and Cannabis.  The dispensers are simple to use and offer customized dosing at high accuracy in 1 
mg increments.  Using Bluetooth technology, the dispensers allow consumers to track and monitor their 
consumption while providing partners with insights to further improve the consumer experience.  Voyager is a 
Business-to-Business company and does not touch the cannabis plant. 
 
For more information, please contact Elad Barak at elad@voyagerproducts.ca or 647-230-8121. 
 

About HIGH BAR Hospitality & Event Group 



HIGH BAR Hospitality & Event Group is Canada's first luxury mobile cannabis Bar providing cannabis 

sommeliers, budtenders, consumption lounges, cannabis catering and other hospitality services. Creating a 

premier full-service experience that everyone can enjoy (from someone who's never consumed cannabis to 

your seasoned "toker"). With our experience and knowledge immersed in the event industry for over 25 years, 

the introduction of legal cannabis presented the perfect opportunity to create a high class event company 

featuring cannabis in its many wonderful forms. All HIGH BAR staff are trained with the ultimate understanding 

of cannabis and its best uses and presentation, giving us the ability to customize each event. 

 
 


